Abstract. Contour extraction of image stacks is a basic task in medical modeling. The existing level-set methods usually suffer from some problems (e.g. serious errors around sharp features, incorrect split of topology and contour occlusions). This paper proposes a novel method of multi-constraint level-set evolution to avoid above-mentioned problems. Interpolation constraint and deviation constraint are added to evolution processin addition to existing constraints (such as edge points and areas). In order to prevent occlusions, it proposes a method of three-phase level-set evolution. The first phase obtains a rough contour according to selected edge points. The second phase applies an expanding LSE (level-set evolution). Missing edge points in the first phase are added when occlusions probably appear. In the third phase, occlusions are deleted and a refining evolution is implemented. As proved by final experiments, our method can steadily extract contours slice by slice when the shapes of previous contours (contours in the previous slice) are similar to current contours (contours in the current slice). Furthermore, there is no error propagation during the process of contour extraction.
Introduction
It is a basic technique in CAD to construct free surfaces according to section curves. However, there are still some difficulties in obtaining these section curves. It is still a challenging task to automatically extract section curves in image stacks (such as CT/MRI images) [1] .
Related work
At present, there are some methods of extracting contours in image stacks. These methods can be divided into several main categories as follows: (1) Interactive method [2, 3] . Interactive method is the only method that can extract all the complex contours, but it is time-consuming. (2) Pixel clustering method [4] . This method uses threshold segmentation, region growth and edge detection to obtain regions of interest in tissues. However, problems with region occlusion (or leaking) inevitably appear when this method is used [4, 5] . (3) Contour matching method [6] . It is a method based on geometric modeling theories to deal with raw contours which are usually obtained by the pixel clustering method. This method only extracts contours of object from raw contours, so it will lead to the accumulated error. (4) Active contour method. It is a method generally applied in the image processing field. But there are two main problems as to this method, one is construction of initial contour, the other is sensitive degree between active model and initial contour.There are some methods to construct initial contours: (i) Region construction method [5] [6] [7] . It is apt to suffer from region occlusions. (ii) Feature extraction method [8] [9] [10] [11] . This method usually applies gradient vector field [12] but it does not permit the split of topology. (iii) Contour inheriting method [13, 14] . Previous contours or their deformations are used as initial contours, which makes it difficult to segment joints due to disturbance of other tissues. (iv) Priori knowledge method [15] [16] [17] . A priori knowledge of these kinds usually includes predefined atlas [15] , statistical shape model [16] , pre-evaluated shape models [17, 18] and so on. These methods are usually used to aim at some special objects, so they do not get the extensive universality. Besides initialization problem, there are still three problems affecting active contour models: (i) Sharp features of contours. Usually sharp features are abandoned because active contour models serve to smooth curves in the process of curve evolution. (ii) Incorrect split of topology. Though topology split can be regarded as an advantage, incorrect split of topology will generate questionable contours. (iii) Region occlusions (or leaking). It is usually caused by other tissues, noise or weak boundaries.
In the paper, we proposed the modified level-set model according to its flexible ability of change in topology. Different from existing methods that use previous deformed contours as initial contours of active contour models, our method uses previous contours to differentiate edge points as deviation points and interpolation points. These points could be used as constraints of level-set evolution. These constraints are believed to have an effect on following three aspects: (1) improve contour accuracy; (2) prevent incorrect split of topology; (3) overcome noise. As a result, it proves that our method has a higher degree of automation and accuracy.
Terminology
A current slice is an image in the image stack. Current contours are regions of interest in the current slice. The current contour is usually denoted as C k . If there are several contours in current slice, they are denoted as C i,k (i=1,…,n).
A previous slice is an adjoining slice of the current slice. Contours of the interest regions in the previous slice are called previous contours. They are used as heuristic contours when current contours are extracted. The previous contour is usually denoted as C k-1 . If there are several previous contours, they are denoted as C i,k-1 (i=1,…,n).
Initial contours are starting contours of active contour evolution. Edge points are those with gray differences between neighboring points in an image. Boundary points are also boundaries of regions.
Deviation points are those from which contours are pushed away in active contour evolutions. Interpolation points are those from which contours are attracted in active contour evolutions. When the evolution is over, contours will pass through interpolation points.
Overview
After a survey of the related work in this field, the technical process and a description of the flow chart are briefly introduced in Section 2. In Section 3, the edge point selection algorithm is described. Interpolation points are selected according to previous contours. With interpolation points and previous contours, the first level-set evolution is implemented. In section 4, a new level-set evolution formula with constraints is obtained and an approach is applied to recognize deviation points. In section 5, an inner offset method is introduced to construct initial contours for the second level-set evolution. In Section 6, an occlusion recognition method is introduced to correct the contour obtained in the level-set evolution of the second phase. The corrected contour is used as an initial contour of the level-set evolution of the third phase. Section 7 provides several case-study results of contour extractions for CT images. Some comparisons with other similar algorithms are carried out. The conclusions are summarized in Section 8.
Technical process
Our automatic contour extraction process falls into 6 main steps as shown in Figure 1: (1) Extract edge points and evaluate their normal vectors. In this step, an edge point set P is obtained in a CT image.
(2) Select edge points in outer contours of the interest region according to previous contours. In this step, a set P d that has been added with missing edge pointsis obtained. (3) According to P d and previous contours, the level-set evolution of the first phase is implemented. (4) The second-phase level-set evolution is featured by several constraints, which is an expanding process in order to add missing edge points in the level-set evolution of the first phase.
(5) Recognize and correct occlusions in the resulting contours of the level-set evolution of the second phase. Contours corrected are used as the initial contours of the level-set evolution of the third phase.
(6) The level-set evolution of the third phase is usedto refine the corrected contours. 
Calculation of the interpolation points
At first, we automatically extract edge points by using an edge detector (e.g. Canny) in the k-th slice and evaluate their normal vectors. Denote all the edge points set by P. If one of these edge points is a boundary point of a region, the normal vector of this point will be toward the outside of the region. We can obtain the result via a steepest gray descending principle [19] . Now we can differentiate interpolation points (outer boundary points of interest region) from the set P. Assuming that the previous contour C k-1 has been extracted. Since there is shape similarity between C k-1 and C k , ray projection method could be used to get a corresponding matching point for each point in C k . A matching point set is denoted as P c ={p i c |i=1,…,n c }. Errors often occurred in normal vector evaluation, so some boundary points of interest region may not be included in P c . This disadvantage is likely result inserious errors of evolving C k and these errors will probably be passed to the contour extraction process. Consequently, missing edge-points need to be recognized and then added to P c . Recognition and addition operation can be implemented by region growth process with two conditions in P: (1) normal vectors of grown points and seed points are not in reverse directions; (2) the distance between grown points and seed points is less than a threshold į. The second condition ensures that a leakage doesn't appear though it still probably skips over some correct edge points. After P c is added with missing edge points, the new boundary set is expressed as P d ={p id |i=1,…,n d } After obtaining P d , the first LSE (level set evolution) is implemented by using the previous contour as the initial contours. The first LSE is done in a binary image with points in P d .
Level-set model based on constraints

Basic level model
Although there are many level-set models [20] , we only use the level-set model (DRLSE) [21] : 
Point constraints
Although DRLSE can avoid re-initialization, disadvantages of traditional level-set models remain unchanged, such as noise disturbances, serious errors in sharp regions and the incorrect split of topology. In order to avoid these disadvantages, two constraints are added to the energy model (1): interpolation point constraint and deviation point constraint. As we all know, points in the set P d are outer boundary points of regions of interest, so points in the set P d are used as interpolation points. During the evolution process, contours are attracted to these points.
Noise points are dynamically recognized in the evolution process. We use two ways to recognize noise points. The first method is the normal vector recognition. If an edge point p P passes through, we will judge its normal vector. Please note that p has two normal vectors: one is regarded as a boundary point in P, the other is a point in the evolution contour. If these two normal vectors are reverse to each other, p is a deviation noise point. The second one is the reference contour recognition. As to this method, if an edge point p is a deviation noise point, it satisfies the following conditions:
(1) The distance between p and a reference contour is larger than a threshold ı; (2) There is no connectivity path in P from p to an interpolation point. Figure 2 gives an example to recognize deviation noise points.
Level-set model of embedding point constraints
In order to control Level-set evolution under point constraints, we add point constraints into constraint terms of an energy-oriented function. Assuming that a point set P = { 1 p , …, n p }. Let φ : ȍĺR be a LSF (level set function). If we hope that the zero level-set passes through each point in this set, an interpolating function can be defined as: 
Where we minimize ) (φ ȋ , the zero level-set of φ interpolates/deviates corresponding point set.
) (φ δ is the Dirac delta function. Only when evolution contours approach constraints, interpolation/deviation effects will take place. According to suggestions in [21, 22] 
. Therefore, we can add interpolation/deviation terms to the energy Eq. (1):
So, we can use the following time evolution format to minimize the above energy:
Construction of initial contours
The evolution of the second phase requires initial contours. such initial contours maintain topology, topology split can be automatically carried out in medial axis positions when existing level-set evolutions are used. One of the aims of our improved level-set evolution is to prevent the incorrect split of topology. Another advantage of our inner offset method is that sharp features become medial axes instead of abandoning them. The closer the initial contours are to current contours, the more easily the accurate current contour will be obtained. Figure 3 gives an example for inner offset to maintain topology.
Recognize and correct occlusions
In the energy-oriented Eq. (2), the effect of ) (φ g A is to expand the zero level-set of LSFφ . Since the zero level-set of φ has no rigid constraint, occlusions is likely to take place in weak boundary parts. Consequently, we have to check whether there are occlusions when the evolution of the second phase stops. With our method, a contour deformation process is used to recognize occlusions. Let k C is the second-phase evolution result and k C′ is the first-phase evolution result. Usually, k C′ is a shape approximation of k C though there are topology differences between each other. Therefore, k C′ can be used as a reference to recognize occlusions in the current contour k C . For the sake of convenience, temporarily assuming that k C′ and k C are single contours. That is, k C′ is a close curve, and so is k C .
Occlusion recognition based on ray projection
For recognizing occlusion, k C′ is evolved to k C by a ray projection process, as shown in Figure 4 .
When the projection evolution stops, the evolved curve is probably an approximation of k C . Since k C′ is a good approximation of k C in non-occlusion parts, the result of projection evolution can perfectly approach k C in non-occlusion parts while errors take place in occlusion parts. Since errors in occlusions don't affect our occlusion recognition and corrections, we can use the result of projection evolution to replace k C . That is, we actually recognize occlusions in the projection result of evolution.
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(a) (b) (c) Fig. 4 . Process of contour evolution by using ray projections. (a) Evolving contour (blue) and current contour (red); (b) the first evolution of the reference contour; (c) the second evolution of the reference contour. When the evolution process finishes, the blue contour is used to replace the red curve for recognizing occlusion. In the projection evolution, two parameterization curves (the index-uparc curve and the indexdistance curve) are constructed (shown in Figure 5 ). These two curves respectively represent the arc length parameter on the previous contour and the movement distance moving from initial position to present position for every point in the evolved curve. In Figure 5(b) , there are some curve segments that are close to horizontal line segments. These curve segments correspond to occlusions in the evolved curve. However, there are probably many "horizontal" fragments in k C . Several fragments probably correspond to an occlusion in k C . By using a contour track process in the index-distance curve, these fragments corresponding to the same occlusion can be united. So, the occlusion is recognized. Figure 5(a) shows recognized occlusions. In Figure 5 (a), we can find that some occlusions are not recognized. Area constraint and our deviation constraints will enlarge recognition region and enable them to be recognized by our method of occlusion recognition. Such an example is used only because we want to demonstrate the robustness of the method. From the point of view of the similarity of shape, such a part can't be regarded as an occlusion indeed because there is little parallel distance between the occlusion curve and its corresponding curve segment in the reference curve.
Connect contour
Medial axes of each other are used to connect k C′ and k C on the assumption that they have the same topology structure. Let's assume that regions enclosed by k C′ and k C are respectively k Ȉ′ and k Ȉ . Consequently, it can be used as an initial contour of the level evolution of the third phase. In the evolution, we ignore area constraints and deviation constraints by setting their coefficients as zero in the evolution format (3).
Results and analysis
LSF surface evolutions
Now, let's illustrate how our LSF constraints prevent topology split and preserve sharp features by means of LSF evolution graphics. In our implements, added constraints are likely to result in the breakage of regularity of original LSE, which leads to the occurrence of some odd topologies and wrinkles (see Figure 6(f) ). In Figures 6 (d) and 6(e), some spiculate peaks can be found. These spiculate peaks correspond to odd little topologies and wrinkles in zero level-set of LSF. However, spiculate peaks can be eliminated by evolving several times by original LSE after interpolation evolution is over. By comparing Figure 6 with Figure 7 , it is easy to see that original LSE has better regularity. However, better regularity is at the expense of abandoning sharp features together with the incorrect split of topology. 
Results for current slices
Let's give two examples that illustrate the feasibility of our automation extraction method in Figures  8 and 9 . In Figure 8(a) , it can be found that there are some serious errors between previous contours and current contours (refer to yellow curves). After the first-phase evolution, we can obtain the cyan curve which is a good approximation of the current contour. However, some parts of current contours are still missing due to missing interpolation points. Figure 8(b) shows the result of the second-phase evolution. Missing parts are added while occlusions take place. In Figure 8 (c), we delete occlusions and refine the curve after deleting occlusion by using the third-phase evolution. In Figure 9 , we segment a part of a spine. Segmentation of spines is usually considered very difficult due to gray distribution unbalance. Since we use edge detectors to strengthen edge points, our algorithm can extract an accurate contour in the first evolution. However, the first-phase evolution can't judge whether or not such a contour is accurate. Consequently, the following two phases of evolution are still required. The last resulting contours in Figures 9(b) and 9(c) prove the accuracy of our algorithm.
Comparisons
We compare automation degree and accuracy between our algorithm and Djemal, et al.'s algorithm [14] . The essence of Djemal, et al.'s algorithm is to predict k C according to
followed by the application of the dilation of k C as the initial contour, as shown in Figure 10 . Two contours are extracted firstly from the 55th slice and the 54th slice respectively. The two contours are accurate contours. Contours from the 53 rd slice to 47 th slice are extracted by using Djemal, et al.'s algorithm in Figures 10(c) to 10(j) . We use the manual extraction contour in 54 th (see Figure 10 (b)) as seed contour. All contours from the 53 rd slice to 44 th slice are automatically extracted by using our algorithm in Figure 11 .
When Djemal, et al.'s algorithm automatically extract contours from 53 rd slice to the 47 th slice, errors of extracted contours are accumulated in Figures 10(c)-10(j) . At last, the incorrect split of topology takes place and the automatic contour extraction process can't continue. From Figure 11 , we can find that our algorithm can automatically extract contours from 53 rd slice to 44 th slice, sharp features haven't been ignored and there is no topology split in any slice. It is proved that there is no error propagation in our algorithm during contour extraction process
The idea of our algorithm is also similar to that of Liu, et al.'s algorithm [6] . However, Liu, et al.'s algorithm can only deal with raw contours while our algorithm can deal with scattered edge points. Furthermore, their paper also suggests a hybrid seed contour strategy, which will lead to a low degree of automation. Figure 12 gives an example to segment a hip bone from an image stack with 110 slices. Slices from the 1 st to the 101 s t include the hip bone. Firstly, we selected the seed slice in which we manually extract contour before using our method. The 55 th slice is used as the first seed slice. So, slices from the 56 th to the 101 st can be automatically segmented. After the backward segmentation is completed, a frontward segmentation (from 54 th to 1 st ) is done. There is a pair of adjacent slices in which contour shapes are very different. Such differences have an effect on our method's result. When we only reset the 29 th slice as a new seed slice, our algorithm can continue to work from 54 th to 1 st slice. We can automatically get high quality tissue contours by using our algorithm see Figures 12(a) and 12(b) . 
Application in CT Images
Conclusions
This paper proposes a method to automatically extract contours in image stacks slice by slice. The method is composed of three-phase level-set evolutions. Compared with single level-set evolution, our method has two advantages: (1) It can recognize weak boundaries while a single level-set evolution usually cannot work well; (2) It can overcome occlusion problem which we suffer from a single levelset evolution.
Automatically extracting the contours from region of interest is a challenging work. In this paper, we spend more time extracting the contours by using three times level-set evolutions in order to improve the contours quality. Our future work will further optimize the calculation speed.
